The key assumptions of the use of a ratio to adjust the numerator to control for a particular variable (denominator) are that the relationship between the denominator and numerator is linear and that it passes through the origin. To investigate these assumptions, we performed regressions of orthogonal and parallel surround thresholds against no-surround thresholds 2 . As shown in Fig. R1 (left column) below, the relationships do appear to be linear but the y -intercept is consistently below zero. However, as described by Allison, Paultre, Goran, Poehlman, and Heymsfield (1995) , the most important aspect of the use of a ratio to control for the influence of the denominator is the extent to which the correlation between the ratio and the denominator approaches zero. As shown in Fig. R1 (right column) , the relationship between the ratio and the no-surround threshold appears largely uncorrelated (all |r s | ≤ 0.40, all p ≥ 0.112).
First, to check that we have interpreted the raw data correctly, we reproduce their analyses 1 For the OS/NS condition, controls had a lower suppression index (M = 1.26) than patients (M = 1.49). For the PS/NS condition, controls had a higher suppression index (M = 2.74) than patients (M = 2.31). These values appear to be in agreement with Fig. 2 in Yoon et al. (2009) .
Check of ratio assumptions
The key assumptions of the use of a ratio to adjust the numerator to control for a particular variable (denominator) are that the relationship between the denominator and numerator is linear and that it passes through the origin. To investigate these assumptions, we performed regressions of orthogonal and parallel surround thresholds against no-surround thresholds 2 . As shown in Fig. R1 (left column) below, the relationships do appear to be linear but the y -intercept is consistently below zero. However, as described by Allison, Paultre, Goran, Poehlman, and Heymsfield (1995) , the most important aspect of the use of a ratio to control for the influence of the denominator is the extent to which the correlation between the ratio and the denominator approaches zero. As shown in Fig. R1 (right column), the relationship between the ratio and the no-surround threshold appears largely uncorrelated (all |r s | ≤ 0.40, all p ≥ 0.112).
Conclusions
While the assumption of a zero y -intercept appears to not be satisfied in the data of Yoon et al. (2009) , the lack of structure in the comparison of the ratios against the denominator suggests that this violation does not have appreciable effects within the range of the observed data. The line is the best-fitting regression, and the dashed line represents the 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals. The right column compares the thresholds in the no-surround condition (horizontal axis) with the surround suppression indices formed from the ratio of the articulated surround threshold to the no-surround threshold (vertical axis). The inset labels report the Spearman's correlation. ) as a within-subjects factor. Again, we are interested in the analyses in which the orthogonal and parallel conditions are expressed as a ratio of the no-surround condition ('suppression indices'). Note that, in contrast to Yoon et al. (2009 ), Serrano-Pedraza et al. (2014 analyse the logarithm of such ratios.
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Check of ratio assumptions
As shown in Fig. R2 (left column) , the y -intercept in the regression relating the no-surround and articulated surround conditions is typically close to zero (though with large uncertainty, particularly in the control group). However, we find that the relationship for the orthogonal conditions is such that there is structure evident in the comparison of the no-surround threshold with the logarithm of the orthogonal surround ratio. Quantification via Spearman's correlation indicates that the correlation coefficients for these conditions are significantly different from zero.
Conclusions
As a subset of the ratios show a clear relationship with the no-surround thresholds, we suggest that the interpretation of such ratios must proceed with caution. Relationship between no-surround and oriented surround thresholds in Serrano-Pedraza et al. (2014) . The format is as per Fig. R1 , with the exception that log ratios are used to form the surround suppression indices.
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